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With styling by Ryan Nagode , [6] the Journey is marketed globally in both left and right hand
drive. Identified internally as the JC49 , [10] the Journey shares a modified platform with the
Dodge Avenger and an identical wheelbase to the outgoing short wheel base SWB Chrysler
minivan, a slightly shorter wheelbase Production versions of model year vehicles went on sale
in for the model-year in North America , and mid elsewhere. Initial model production began in
From to , the trim levels in North America consisted of the SE powered by a 2. Revisions for the
model-year include modifications to the grille, lower front fascia, redesigned interior,
suspension, steering, powertrain, and use of Dodge's new logo, launched in , as well as LED
Taillights. The Keyless Enter-'n'-Go System, with keyless access and push-button start, became
standard on all Journey models. For the model year, Dodge released the Journey Blacktop, with
inch gloss black aluminum wheels and center caps, a gloss black grille, gloss black bezel
headlamps, gloss black lower front fascia accent and gloss black exterior mirrors. In , the
Journey Crossroad was introduced with chrome accents along the lower part of the body and in
the interior, smoked head- and taillights, a black grille, rocker panels, rails for a roof rack, and a
skid plate simile at the rear. Chrysler rebadged the Mexico -manufactured [17] Journey in
Europe after model year as the Fiat Freemont , unveiled at the Geneva Motor Show , [18] and
began marketing the Durango. The Freemont had its Italian launch in the end of May However,
to create a distinct market for the two vehicles, the Freemont is only available with the 2. Fiat
Group Automobiles Netherlands did not offer the Fiat Freemont on the Dutch market, owing to
the Dutch tax climate, that would make the car too expensive to become a sales success. In
January , What Car? For the model year, the Dodge Journey is only available in two trim levels:
base SE Value and "up-level" Crossroad. All Journey models are powered by a 2. The optional
3. All Journey models now feature standard three-row, seven-passenger seating, which was
previously optional on base trim levels in previous years. Available options and packages have
been revised. In addition, the Journey as well as the Dodge Grand Caravan are not available in
states with California emissions requirements for the model year. The available four-cylinder is
a 2. For , it was changed to the 3. All-wheel drive is only available with a V6. Also through a
Volkswagen -sourced diesel engine was available outside of North America with an
automatically shifted dual clutch transmission. Chrysler performed primary engineering for the
dual-clutch transmission with support from long-time partner Getrag, which was to build the
transmission in the United States. Due to funding issues, this did not happen, and the factory,
nearly finished, was sold and used for other purposes. For the second generation in the
Volkswagen diesel was replaced by the Fiat 2. Chrysler manufactures the Journey at the acre 0.
As part of the vehicle's introductory promotion, Dario Franchitti 's No. From Wikipedia, the free
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the model it replaces, and so now merits consideration by anyone in the market for a
small-to-midsize crossover. Know that old expression about the journey being its own reward?
Well, in the case of the Dodge Journey, we can definitively say that this new version is a lot
more rewarding than the model it's replacing. To be honest, we haven't much cared for Dodge's
midsize seven-passenger crossover SUV since it debuted back for While it featured a number of

clever details like multiple hidden storage bins and family-friendly wide-opening rear doors, its
anemic engines, lackluster handling and low-budget interior made it difficult to recommend.
Well, that's all changed now that the folks at Dodge have given the Journey a thorough
makeover that addresses those specific complaints. At the top of this list of major
improvements is an all-new horsepower 3. A similar makeover has been applied to the
suspension and steering, and as a result the Journey is noticeably more buttoned-down. An
even more noticeable aspect of the Journey's transformation concerns the interior. The
combination of a handsome new design and soft-touch plastics gives the interior a level of
sophistication that was sorely lacking in the previous version. All these tweaks make this
Journey a much more serious contender for a crossover SUV. The Journey's size and price also
give it some niche appeal; it's larger and roomier than similarly priced small crossovers like the
Honda CR-V , Kia Sorento and Toyota RAV4 , yet less expensive than most midsize and large
offerings such as the Chevrolet Traverse , Ford Flex and Toyota Highlander. That's not to say
it's perfect -- the four-cylinder engine is underwhelming, for instance, and cargo capacity isn't
all that impressive. Ultimately, though, we think these well-targeted improvements make
test-driving the Dodge Journey a trip that's definitely worth taking. The entry-level Express
model comes reasonably well-equipped with a four-cylinder engine, inch steel wheels, heated
outside mirrors, roof rack side rails, dual-zone air-conditioning, illuminated cupholders, a 4.
Move up to the Mainstreet trim level and you get a V6 engine, inch alloy wheels, firmer
suspension tuning, body-color mirrors, a rear cargo compartment cover and satellite radio. The
top-of-the-line Lux adds a handful of desirable extras, including inch alloy wheels, leather
upholstery, heated front seats, a rearview camera, rear parking sensors, Bluetooth and a
Garmin-sourced navigation system. Many of the features included on the upper trim levels can
be added to the lower trim levels via optional packages. The Dodge Journey is available with a
choice of two engines. The entry-level Express model gets a 2. It drives the front wheels
through a four-speed automatic transmission. All other Journey trim levels are powered by a 3.
A six-speed automatic transmission with a manual shift feature is standard, as is front-wheel
drive. All-wheel drive is offered as an option. For , the Dodge Journey is equipped with antilock
disc brakes, stability control with a rollover sensor, traction control, active front head restraints,
front-seat side airbags, a driver-side knee airbag and side curtain airbags for all three rows. The
Journey has not been rated using the government's new, more strenuous crash testing
procedures. Its ratings which aren't comparable to tests were a perfect five stars in all front- and
side-impact categories. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety has given the Journey its
highest "Good" rating for both frontal-offset and side impacts. On the road, the Dodge
Journey's character depends greatly on what's under the hood. We'd suggest avoiding the
four-cylinder engine that's standard on the base Express model, as it just doesn't have enough
oomph to get this 4,pound vehicle up to speed quickly enough in common scenarios like
merging onto a freeway. The new 3. This year's complete redesign of the suspension and
steering gear has completely transformed the driving experience. Handling feels much more
confident now and the ride, while not silky-smooth, is still quite good. The steering is now much
more precise and predictable, with a light but still nicely weighted feel to it. The Dodge
Journey's switch to top-quality soft-touch plastics, along with a sleek new design, projects a far
more refined image. Worthy of special mention here are details like hidden storage bins and
available child booster seats. The long and wide-opening nearly 90 degrees rear doors make
getting little ones in and out of car seats a hassle-free affair. The second row is comfortable for
two good-sized adults. The third-row seat is best left for small children. With both the second
and third-row seats folded down, the Journey offers 68 cubic feet of total cargo capacity -- a
useful amount, although many competing models offer more. Perhaps the most significant
change for the Journey is the incorporation of the huge 8. Besides providing a slick way to
access everyday controls, the screen plays a role in some of the cooler tech features offered
here, including displaying the image from the rearview camera and the wide range of useful info
delivered by the available Sirius Travel Link service. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Dodge Journey. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive

a new car every three years or so. Check out Dodge lease specials Check out Dodge Journey
lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Base model's lackluster four-cylinder engine limited third-row
legroom short on cargo space. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Dodge Journey receives a number of
significant changes, including a new, more powerful 3. Read more. Write a review See all 42
reviews. Bought thi vehicle brand new and have only KM's but can say that it is very nice for a
family of four. I love the new 3. This vehicle feels solid when it drives and very quiet compared
to the Honda CR-V that I previously owned. It is still early to give an honest review but up to this
point I love it! Styling is great. The interior is very well thought out. Touch screen works
flawlessly and very fast. Tons of storage space. Third row is small, but when folded down there
is ample space for gear while still maintaining room for 4 adults to fit comfortably. It's no V-8
Hemi but it will move with some giddy-up when pushed. I've had it up to over mph with two
bikes on the roof, two passengers, the back full of gear, and it didn't hesitate getting there
either. Read less. I have a good friend who sells Dodge and Jeep vehicles, and I have wanted to
buy a car from him for years. I bought one and am thrilled with everything but the mediocre gas
mileage an unfortunate trait of the entire segment. My Journey is simply a great car. I will start
of with the negative. I don't like where the front cup holders are located. I don't think I can fairly
comment on Build Quality and Reliability because I just started driving the car. So far so good. I
could afford any SUV, wagon, etc. I wanted. Tried the Benz-seat sides hard. Plus there are silly
bars in the middle. BMW-yes it's great, but mmmm is it worth the price? I literally got every lux
item in this car accept the name. Journey is a great design and price. See all 42 reviews of the
Used Dodge Journey. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. Sponsored cars related to the Journey.
Sign Up. For , the Dodge Journey is updated with new fascias and wheels, new suspension and
steering, and an all-new interior with soft-touch materials throughout. The previous 3. New
available features include UConnect media centres with 4. The Journey is available with a 2. The
four-cylinder uses a four-speed automatic, while the V6 uses a six-speed automatic. All are
five-seaters but can be optioned to a third row for seven-passenger seating. The SE Plus adds
inch alloy wheels, overhead console, leather-wrapped steering wheel, body-colour heated
mirrors, deep tint sunscreen glass, roof rack with crossbars, security alarm, sunscreen glass,
illuminated vanity mirrors, front and rear floor mats, passenger assist handles, conversation
mirror, Sirius satellite radio, and cargo cover. View Inventory Compare Trims. Key
Specifications for Dodge Journey. Fuel Economy 7. Horsepower - hp. Engine Gasoline. Torque ft-lb. Seats 5 - 7. Read more Read less. Trim Comparison. Showing of 4 trims. All Features
Differences. Standard Not Available Optional. MSRP 20, MSRP 25, MSRP 30, Gas I4. Gas V6.
Fuel System. Electronic Fuel Injection. Power Steering. Front-Wheel Drive. All-Wheel Drive. Fuel
Consumption: City. Fuel Consumption: Highway. Fuel Capacity. Driver Air Bag. Passenger Air
Bag. Front Side Air Bag. Rear Side Air Bag. Front Head Air Bag. Rear Head Air Bag. Knee Air
Bag. Seatbelt Air Bag. Brake ABS System. Traction Control. Stability Control. Rollover
Protection Bars. Child Safety Locks. Emergency Trunk Release. Driver Restriction Features.
Driver Assistance. Back-Up Camera. Brake Assist. Blind Spot Monitor. Lane Departure Warning.
Lane Keeping Assist. Cross-Traffic Alert. Rear Parking Aid. Automatic Parking. Tire Pressure
Monitor. Cruise Control. Adaptive Cruise Control. Heads-Up Display. Daytime Running Lights.
Automatic Headlights. HID headlights. Night Vision. Integrated Turn Signal Mirrors.
Auto-Dimming Rearview Mirror. HD Radio. Satellite Radio. CD Player. MP3 Player. Auxiliary
Audio Input. Hard Disk Drive Media Storage. Rear Seat Audio Controls. Steering Wheel-Audio
Controls. Navigation System. Smart Device Integration. Apple CarPlay. Android Auto. WiFi
Hotspot. Bluetooth Connection. Power Outlet. Wireless Charging. Air Conditioning. Climate
Control. Multi-Zone Air Conditioning. Rear Air Conditioning. Heated Front Seat s. Heated Rear
Seat s. Cooled Front Seat s. Cooled Rear Seat s. Driver Adjustable Lumbar. Passenger
Adjustable Lumbar. Heated Steering Wheel. Power Windows. Power Door Locks. Keyless Entry.
Keyless Start. Power Driver Seat. Power Passenger Seat. Seat Memory. Power Mirror s. Heated
Mirrors. Mirror Memory. Power Folding Mirrors. Power Liftgate. Hands-Free Liftgate. Remote
Trunk Release. Remote Engine Start. Variable Speed Intermittent Wipers. Rain Sensing Wipers.
Universal Garage Door Opener. Passenger Capacity. Front Head Room. Front Leg Room. Front
Shoulder Room. Rear Head Room. Rear Leg Room. Rear Shoulder Room. Trunk Volume. Front
Reading Lamps. Rear Reading Lamps. Length, Overall. Height, Overall. Min Ground Clearance.
Base Curb Weight. Front Tire Size. Rear Tire Size. Luggage Rack. Security System. Engine
Immobilizer. View Inventory. This vehicle has not yet been reviewed. Comfort 9. Performance 9.
Fuel Economy 8. Interior Design Exterior Styling 9. Reliability 9. Dodge-Journey Excellent
Vehicle. March 27, SXT. Overall Score. Excellent car, Good fuel economy for the size. Perfect

family car with lots of space up front and in back. Zero problems and good warranty. I have had
a dozen cars and this was the best. Comfort Performance Exterior Styling Reliability Recall
Information. Recall number. View Issue. Manufacturer Recall Number:. Units Affected:.
Notification Type:. On certain vehicles, an electrical short could occur in the steering wheel
wiring harness, which could result in an inadvertent deployment of the driver frontal airbag. In
some instances, inadvertent deployment could cause minor injuries to vehicle occupants.
Correction: Dealers will inspect the steering wheel wiring and replace it as necessary. A
protective covering will also be installed on the wiring harness. On certain vehicles, the power
steering return hose could rupture at engine start up if the vehicle is exposed to exten
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ded cold weather conditions. Correction: Dealers will replace the return side power steering
lines with new parts that are validated for extreme cold weather performance. On certain
vehicles equipped with a 2. Correction: Dealers will install an enhanced retaining device to the
engine cover. Certain vehicles may have been built with a missing or incorrectly installed
steering column pivot rivet. A steering column with a miss-installed rivet may not perform as
intended in the event of a crash, which may increase the risk of personal injury. Correction:
Dealers will inspect for steering column rivet presence and alignment, and repair as required.
View more recalls View less recalls. No deals currently available for this location. Similar
Vehicles. Compare View details. Subscribe for the latest car reviews, listings, products and
more right in your inbox. Your email address Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also
agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Subscription complete!

